Medical Image Retrieval with Compact Binary Codes Generated in Frequency Domain Using Highly Reactive Convolutional Features.
Efficient retrieval of relevant medical cases using semantically similar medical images from large scale repositories can assist medical experts in timely decision making and diagnosis. However, the ever-increasing volume of images hinder performance of image retrieval systems. Recently, features from deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) have yielded state-of-the-art performance in image retrieval. Further, locality sensitive hashing based approaches have become popular for their ability to allow efficient retrieval in large scale datasets. In this paper, we present a highly efficient method to compress selective convolutional features into sequence of bits using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Firstly, highly reactive convolutional feature maps from a pre-trained CNN are identified for medical images based on their neuronal responses using optimal subset selection algorithm. Then, layer-wise global mean activations of the selected feature maps are transformed into compact binary codes using binarization of its Fourier spectrum. The acquired hash codes are highly discriminative and can be obtained efficiently from the original feature vectors without any training. The proposed framework has been evaluated on two large datasets of radiology and endoscopy images. Experimental evaluations reveal that the proposed method significantly outperforms other features extraction and hashing schemes in both effectiveness and efficiency.